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the absence of a natural,agreedupon,
and manageably small set of state definitions puts severe obstacles in the way of
examining data about observable security
behavior in terms of underlyingchoices for
sequences of time state claims. [Hirshleifer
1970, p. 277]
While the state-preference approach is
perhaps more general than the meanvariance approachand provides an elegant
frameworkfor investigatingtheoretical issues, it is unfortunatelydifficult to give it
empiricalcontent. [Jensen 1972, p. 357]
I.

Introduction

The time-state preference approach to general
equilibrium in an economy as developed by
Arrow (1964) and Debreu (1959) is one of the
most generalframeworksavailablefor the theory
of financeunder uncertainty.Given the prices of
primitive securities (a security that pays $1.00
contingent upon a given state of the world at a
given date, and zero otherwise, is a primitive
* Research support for this paper was provided by the
Stanford Program in Finance. The authors gratefully acknowledgehelpfulcommentson earlierdraftsby manyof our
colleaguesin seminarsand conversations,especiallythose of
SudiptoBhattacharya,MichaelBrennan,Paul Cootner,John
Cox, Jon Ingersoll, Merton Miller, Steve Ross, and Mark
Rubinstein.Of course, the authorsare solely responsiblefor
any remainingerrors.
(Journal of Business, 1978, vol. 51, no. 4)
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This paper implements
the time-state preference model in a multiperiod economy, deriving the prices of
primitive securities
from the prices of call
options on aggregate
consumption. These
prices permit an equilibrium valuation of assets
with uncertain payoffs
at many future dates.
Furthermore, for any
given portfolio, the
price of a $1.00 claim
received at a future
date, if the portfolio's
value is between two
given levels at that time,
is derived explicitly
from a second partial
derivative of its calloption pricing function.
An intertemporal capital
asset pricing model is
derived for payoffs that
are jointly lognormally
distributed with aggregate consumption. It is
shown that using the
Black-Scholes equation
for options on aggregate
consumption implies
that individuals' preferences aggregate to
isoelastic utility.
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security), the value of any uncertain stream of cash flows is easily
calculated. However, the two quotes above indicate that the application of the time-statepreferencemodel to practicalproblemsin finance,
such as capital budgeting, is not at all immediate. This paper may be
viewed as an attemptto makethe state preferencemodel operationalin
a multiperiodeconomy by deriving the prices of primitive securities
from the prices of European call options on aggregate-consumption
expendituresat each date.
The papers of Wilson (1970), Schrems (1973), Friesen (1974), and
Ross (1976)have shown in a single-periodcontext that the vector space
of contingentclaims on a given portfolio is spannedby options on that
portfolio with various exercise prices. In Section II, the price of a
securitypaying $1.00 in T periods if the value of a given portfolio(e.g.,
the market)is MT at that time, and zero otherwise, is derived from the
prices of Europeancall options on the portfolio with various exercise
prices and with T periods to maturity.' If the portfolio's value in T
periodshas a continuousprobabilitydistribution,then the price of such
an "elementary claim" on the given portfolio is determined by the
second partial derivative (assuming it exists) of the European calloption pricing function for the portfolio with respect to the exercise
price, evaluated at an exercise price of MT. From these elementaryclaim prices, the value of any asset whose payoffs are known functions
of the portfolio's values at future dates (derivativeassets) is derived.
As an example, the call-optionpricingequationof Black and Scholes
(1973) is used in Section III to derive the value of a security that pays
$1.00 if the given portfoliois between two stated levels in T periods, for
example, if the market portfolio in 1 year is between 10%and 20%
higherthanits currentlevel. The prices of these "delta securities" for a
plausible set of parameters are presented in tables 2 and 3. Deltasecurity prices may be used to determine the prices of "complex
options and corporateliabilities"given in Black's (1974)note, and they
may be used to find values for Hakansson's (1977) "supershares," as
given in Garman(1976). However, unlike Black's and Garman'spricing equations, the methods of this paper do not depend upon the
continuous-timemodel of prices as diffusion processes, nor upon the
Black-Scholes option-pricingequation.
An alternativeset of estimates of delta-securityprices for the market
portfolio (correspondingto tables 2 and 3) is given by Banz and Miller
(1978). They use the Black-Scholes model in a sequential manner to
estimate call-option prices on the market portfolio when the interest
rate is stochastic. Of course, as noted in Section III, the Black-Scholes
equationis consistent with a stochastic interest rate for certainprefer1. The analysisis quite generalin that the price of an elementarycontingentclaim on
any portfoliomay be determinedfrom the appropriatecall options on that portfolio.
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ence and/or probabilisticassumptions, eliminatingthe need for a sequential approachin those cases. In general, however, option pricing
with a stochastic interest rate remains an unsolved problem, and the
Banz-Millerestimates may approximatethis unknown solution. From
an equilibrium-valuationstandpoint,their estimates may only be used
to value derivativeassets of the marketportfolio since, with a stochastic interest rate, there exist random returns that have zero expectations, conditional upon various market levels, that have positive
prices. This fact may be seen from Section V or from Merton's (1973a)
analysis of hedgingagainstopportunityset changes in an intertemporal
model.
Anticipatingthe proof in Section V that the prices of elementary
claims on aggregateconsumption(or, in one case, the marketportfolio)
are essential to the pricing of all securities, Section IV presents a
comparativestatics analysis of the elementary-claimpricingfunction.
In the context of the Black-Scholes option equation, changes in the
market'sdividendyield, currentvalue, and variancerates are shown to
affect elementary-claimprices in economically explicable directions.
The structuresof elementary-claimsprices with respect to their times
to maturityand with respect to their values upon which payment is
contingent are also examined in Section IV.
In Section V, it is proven that if individualshave time-additiveand
state-independentlifetime utility functions for consumption expenditures, and, conditionalupon each potentiallevel of aggregateconsumption, all agree upon the probabilitiesof states of the world, then each
individual'soptimal consumptionat each date may be expressed as a
functionof (only) aggregate consumptionat that date. Thus it is shown
that any Pareto-optimalallocation of time-state-contingentclaims to
consumptionamong individualscan be attainedby a securities market
consisting only of Europeancall options on aggregateconsumptionat
each date. It is then shown that the prices of primitivesecurities may
be expressed in terms of the prices of elementaryclaims on aggregate
consumption, which may be obtained from prices of call options on
aggregateconsumptionby the method of Section II. From this derivation of primitive-securityprices, a valuationequationis obtainedfor all
existing securities and capital-budgetingprojects in terms of the prices
of European call options on aggregateconsumption. It is shown that
knowledge of an asset's entire patternof time-state-contingentpayoffs
is not requiredfor valuation;only the expected payoffs on the asset,
conditionalupon aggregateconsumptionat each date, are requiredby
the valuation equation.
The portfolio result of Section V is the appropriatemultiperiod
generalization of a similar single-period result obtained by Mossin
(1973)and Hakansson (1977). Their single-periodresult that each individual's optimal state-contingentwealth is a functionof only aggregate
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wealth is seen to be nonoptimal in a general multiperiodeconomy.
However, if it is furtherassumed that there exists a one-to-one correspondence between aggregate real consumption and aggregate real
wealth (the marketportfolio),2then Europeancall options on the market portfolio maturing at each future date may effect any Paretooptimalallocation of time-state-contingentclaims to consumption. In
this case, with the assumptionsrequiredfor the option-pricingtheory
of Black and Scholes (1973) and its extensions by Merton (1973b),the
prices of primitive securities may be derived in terms of market data
that are known or may be estimated and in terms of the probability
distributionof states. However, the required one-to-one'mapping of
aggregate consumption onto aggregate wealth will exist only for
specificpreferenceassumptions, for example, logarithmicutility functions. Therefore,the prices of primitivesecurities determinedfrom the
prices of options on aggregateconsumptionare of considerablygreater
generality, as this derivation requires much weaker restrictions on
individuals'preferences.
In Section VI, assuming that the Black-Scholes equation correctly
prices options on aggregateconsumption, equilibriumvalues are determinedfor the class of assets with payoffs that arejointly lognormally
distributedwith aggregateconsumptionat a future date. These assets
are shown to be appropriatelypriced in a multiperiodcontext by a
capitalasset pricingmodel similarto that derived by Sharpe(1964)and
Lintner (1965) in a single-period economy.3 However, the relevant
"beta" of an asset's payoff that is necessary for pricing should be
measured with respect to aggregate consumption, rather than with
respect to the marketportfolio.4Implicationsof this result for capital
budgetingare discussed in Section VIII.
Section VII demonstrates that probabilisticassumptions about the
pricing process for claims on consumption cannot be made independently of preference assumptions. Specifically, under certain assumptions, it is shown that the Black-Scholes formulaprices options
on aggregateconsumption correctly if and only if individuals'prefer2. This paper deals with a single-goodmodel which could be extended to the multigood case if all individualshave the same price index. The existence of a price index
that is independentof an individual's wealth requires that all income elasticities of
demandbe unitary.(See Grauerand Litzenberger[1974]for a discussionof valuationin a
multicommodityworld.) For the single-goodcase of this paper, since individualswill be
assumedto have preferencesthat are state independentin terms of the good, consumption and wealth should be thoughtof as real magnitudes.
3. As this multiperiodmodel may have stochastic investment opportunities,it is
entirelyconsistentwith Merton's(1973a)"multifactor"intertemporalcapitalasset pricing model (CAPM).
4. The beta of a security with respect to aggregate consumption is equal to its
payoff's covariance at time t with aggregateconsumptionat time t, divided by the
varianceof aggregateconsumptionat time t.
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ences aggregateto a function displayingconstant relative risk aversion
(CRRA).5
Finally, Section VIII summarizesthe majorresults of the paper and
emphasizes their implicationsfor capital budgeting.
II. Pricing ElementaryContingentClaims from Option Prices
An "elementary claim" on any security or portfolio of securities is
defined here as a security that pays $1.00 at a given date, that is, in T
periods, if the value of the portfoliois M at that time; if the value of the
portfolio is not M in T periods, the elementary claim expires paying
nothing.This section derives the price, P(M, T), of such an elementary
contingentclaim in terms of the prices of Europeancall options on the
underlyingportfolio. The elementaryclaim may be created by long and
shortpositions in call options havingvariousexercise prices, each with
a time to maturityof T; the price of the elementaryclaim must then be
the cost of the portfolio of calls that gives the desired payoff. Under
certain assumptions, it is shown in Section V that only the values of
such elementary claims on aggregate consumption, that is, $1.00 if
aggregateconsumptionis C in T periods, are essential to the pricingof
primitivesecurities in the state preferencemodel of Arrowand Debreu.
For the special case where there exists a one-to-one mappingbetween
aggregate consumption at a given time and the level of the market
portfolio at that time, the price on an elementary claim on aggregate
consumptionwill equal the price of an elementaryclaim on the correspondinglevel of the marketportfolio. For this reason, the analysis will
proceed with the underlyingsecurity being denoted as "the market"or
as "aggregatewealth," althoughthe methodof pricingof this section is
valid for claims on any security or portfolio. Throughoutthis paper, it
is assumed that there are no restrictionson short sales, that there are
no transactionscosts or taxes, and that investors may borrow at the
riskless rates of interest.
Initially, suppose that the value of the marketportfolio in T periods
has a discrete probability distributionwith possible values of: M =
$1.00, $2.00, . . . , $N. Denote the vector of payoffs of a European

call option on the market with T periods to maturity and with an
exercise price of X as c(X, T); its price will be denoted by c(X, T). For
calls with exercise prices of $0, $1.00, and $2.00, the state-contingent
payoffs at T, c(X, T) are as shown in table 1.
Note that as the exercise price of a call option is increasedfromX to
5. In a later paper, derived independentlyof this paper, Brennan(1977)proves the
same theoremwith respect to wealth by assumingthat aggregateconsumptionfollows a
randomwalk. He also shows that normalityimpliesan assumptionof constantabsolute
risk aversion.
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Payoffs on Call Options
c(0, T)

M(T)=1
M(T) = 2

M(T) = 3
M(T) = N

t

($)
c(1, T)

c(2, T)

/ 1

0

2

1

3

S

0

2

t(

N

0
(12)

I

N-

N-2

NOTE.-T = time to maturity,M = value of marketportfolio.

X + 1, two changes occur in the payoff vector: (1) the payoff in the set
of states with M = X + 1 becomes zero, and (2) the payoffs in all states
with M : X + 2 are reduced by the change in the exercise price.
Therefore, in this example, c(X, T) - c(X + 1, T) gives a payoff of
$1.00 in every state with M : X + 1, and c(X + 1, T) - c(X + 2, T)
gives a payoff of $1.00 in every state for which M ? X + 2.
A security having a payoff of $1.00 only if M(T) = 1 may be constructed as [c(0, T) - c(l, T)] - [c(l, T) - c(2, T)], since this

combinationof calls would have a payoff vector of:

1'-1?~~

1)

The elementary claim for any given level of the market in T periods
may be constructedin a similarmanner.Given the call prices, c (X, T),
prices of elementary claims on aggregate wealth, P(M, T), must be
those computed from the replicatingportfolio of calls. The portfolio
giving$1.00 only if the marketis M at T consists of one long call withX
= M - 1, one long with X = M + 1, and two short calls with X = M.
For example, if N = 3 and the prices of calls are c (0, T) = $1.7, c (1, T)
= $0.8, and c (2, T) = $0. 1, then the respective elementary-claim prices
are: P(M = 1, T) = $0.2, P(M = 2, T) = $0.6, andP(M = 3, T) = $0.1.

Also, the price of a T-periodriskless discountbond paying $1.00 would
be $0.2 + $0.6 + $0.1 = $0.9.

In general, if the step size between potential values of aggregate
wealth is AM, then c(X, T) - c(X + AM, T) has a payoff vector with

zeroes for aggregate wealth M - X, and with AM for all levels of
aggregate wealth greater than or equal to X + AM. Therefore, the
portfolioof call options that produces a payment of $1.00 if the market
is M, and zero otherwise, is: (1/AM) {[c(M - AM, T) - c(M, T)] [c(M, T) - c(M + AM, T)]}, where the coefficient of c(X, T) in this
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expression is the numberof calls with exercise price of X and time to
maturityof T that should be held in the portfolio.
Since the call portfolio gives a payoff of $1.00 if M occurs in T
periods, the cost of the call portfoliois P(M, T; AM). That is, with step
size of AM and call prices of c(X, T), P(M, T; AM) divided by the
step size may be written as
P(M, T; AM)
AM

-

[c(M + AM, T)

-

c(M, T)]

-

[c(M, T) - c(M

-

AM, T)]
,

(AM)2

(1)

and in the limit as the step size tends to zero,

lim

P(M, T; AM)

AMM->0

AM

a2c(X,

Ix2

T)
(x=2)

With a continuousdistributionfor M, the probabilityof any given level
of M is formally zero; however, M has a probabilitydensity function.
The pricingfunction,P(M, T), is analogousto a density functionin that
case, as is seen from (2). Thus (1) gives the pricing function for an
elementaryclaim on M maturingin T periods in the discrete case, and
(2) gives the pricingfunctionfor continuousM (assumingthatc is twice
differentiable).Note from (2) that the positivity of elementary-claim
prices implies strict convexity of c (X, T) in the exercise price.
From the above pricing function for elementary claims on a
portfolio, the values of derivativeassets with respect to the underlying
portfolio may be determined.That is, if security has payoffs qf over
time that are known functions of only the level of the marketat each
date, that is, qf = qf (MT), then its price must be
=

ITf

qf (MT) P(M, T) dT

=

ITfMT

qf (MT) cxx(X = M, T) dMT dT,

where P(M, T) was substitutedfrom (2). The second partialderivative
of c with respect to the exercise price, evaluated at X = M, is cxx(X =
M, T).9 Equation (3) must hold due to the arbitrage possibility of
"creating"elementaryclaims on the marketthroughportfoliosof calls
on the market (if they exist or can be constructed), then creating
securityf's payoffs by portfolios of the elementaryclaims on M at T.
Note that no assumptions have been made as to the stochastic
6. Similarly,Merton's (1973a) convexity proof for c(X, T) in X demonstratesthat
P(M, T) > 0.

7. The result given by the second line of eq. (3) was noted by Black (1974)for when
c(X, T) is given by the Black-Scholesoption-pricingequation.However, the result was
notedas a mathematicalcuriosityratherthanbeingderivedas a generalproposition,as in
this section.
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process governingthe movement of the underlyingsecurity's price or
of the option's price. Aside from the perfect-marketsassumption, the
only requirementis that c(X, T) be twice differentiablefor (3); even
this differentiabilityassumptionis not necessary for the discrete valuation equation obtainablefrom (1). Individuals'preferences and beliefs
have not been restricted, as they will be reflected in the call-option
prices.
There may be many differentstates of the world with the same level
of aggregateconsumption or aggregatewealth. For example, the distributionof total output among firms may vary over a group of states
with the same level of aggregateoutput. Also, the state descriptionat
any date may include the history of events prior to that date. Thus
there may be many interestingsecurities and capital-budgetingprojects
that are not properderivative securities and whose values may not be
determinedby the valuationequation (3). It is shown in Section V that
if, conditionalupon any given level of aggregateconsumptionat time T,
individualsagree upon the probabilitiesof states, if they have timeadditiveand state-independentutility functionsfor consumption,and if
there is a correspondencebetween aggregateconsumptionand aggregate wealth, the same valuation formula(3) is obtained for all assets,
with cash flows in the formula replaced by their expected values
conditionalupon the level of the market,E(qf IMT). When the first two
of these conditions are met, but there is not a one-to-one mapping
between aggregateconsumption and aggregatewealth, Section V derives a general valuation equation similar to (3) in terms of prices of
elementary claims on aggregate consumption and expected payoffs
conditionalupon levels of aggregateconsumption.In that more general
case,8 it is not appropriateto value all assets by using (3) with qT(MT)
being replaced by securities' expected payoffs, conditional upon the
various levels of the market portfolio.9
III. An Exampleof ValuationUsing the Black-ScholesEquation
An explicit formulafor the value of a Europeancall option, c (X, T), in
a continuous-timeeconomy when the underlyingasset follows a diffusion process has been obtainedby Black and Scholes (1973)and generalized by Merton(1973b).Also in a continuous-timeeconomy, Cox and
Ross (1975)and Merton(1976)obtainedexplicit valuationformulaefor
a European call option when the underlying asset's price follows a
jump process. The Black-Scholes option-pricingformulahas been derivedin a discrete-timeeconomy for individualswhose utilityfunctions
8. The conditions for a one-to-one mapping are quite stringent, e.g., logarithmic
utility.
9. This fact considerably restricts the classes of assets and capital-budgeting projects
for which the Banz-Miller valuation results are valid.
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are isoelastic (CRRA)by Rubinstein(1976). For their respective economies, each of these formulaemay be used to evaluatecXxand, hence,
the prices of elementary contingent claims on the underlying asset,
P(M, T).

In this section and the next, prices of elementary claims on a
portfolio are examined under conditions that permit the derivationof
the Black-Scholes call-option pricing equation as generalizedby Merton. That equation is
c(X, T)

=

Moe-8T N(dl) -B(T)

X N(d2),

(4)

where
2 -

--~~~~~~~~~~

and d, = d2 + O-T\I; rT = -{In [B(T)]}IT is the (continuously compounded)yield to maturityavailableon T-periodriskless bonds and -Tis the averagevariancerate for (InM), that is, o-r = var (InMT)IT;MOis
the current value of the optioned portfolio and 5 is the portfolio's
continuously paid dividend yield.10The standardnormal cumulative
distributionfunction is N(d), which is tabulated.
The Europeancall-optionpricingfunctiongiven by (4) is the same as
the originalBlack-Scholes solutionwhen there are no dividends, 5 = 0,
when the term structureis flat, B(T) = e-rT, and when the variance of
(InM) is proportionalto time, o- 2 = o-2. Mertongeneralizedthe BlackScholes solution to the case of a proportionaldividend rate and to a
particular stochastic process for interest rates. To incorporate the
+
latter generalization, OT in (4) should be interpreted as oT- T =fT (0
bond
on
the
discount
is
variance
rate
where
the
o-B
7B2- 2PIBo-ImoB)dt,

maturingat T. Also, the Black-Scholes equation correctly values options on aggregate consumption, even with a fairly general form of
stochastic interest rates, if it is assumed that individuals'preferences
aggregateto a utility function displayingCRRA and if consumptionis
lognormallydistributedat each futuredate." Whilethe CRRAassumption is quite strong, it is shown in Section VI to be a necessary
conditionfor pricingoptions on aggregateconsumptionvia the BlackScholes formula. The importanceof pricing options on aggregateconsumptionwill be shown in Section V. However, at this point we return
to the simplertask of pricingelementaryclaims on any portfolio when
the Black-Scholes equation is just assumed to correctly value options
10. Withdiscreteproportionaldividendspaidn times between now and T, e-8T would
be replacedby (1 - 8)n and the analysis would be unchanged.See Geske (1976)for a
CRRA treatmentof stochastic dividend yield.
11. In this model aggregateconsumptionmay follow a discontinuousstochastic process.
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on that portfolio. Again, the market portfolio is used for illustrative
purposes.
By differentiatingthe call-option pricing function, (4), twice with
respect to the exercise price and evaluatingthe resultingfunction at X
= M, the price of $1.00 contingentupon aggregatewealth beingM in T
periods (scaled up by dividing by dM) is found from (2) and (4):
MT
dMT

O
CT\ /

n[d2(X = MT)]

(5)

where n(d) is the standardnormalprobabilitydensity function n(d) =
(2,)-1/2e-d212.12

By substituting(5) into (3), the valuationequationfor all assets with
cash flows that are known functions of the market level and time
(derivative assets) is obtained. The needed parametersfor valuation
are the cash flows of the security over time, conditionalupon the level
of the market, the market's dividend yield, and its variance of rate of
return,which may be estimated. The term structureof interest rates is
observable. As the analysis of Section II and the present section is
valid for derivativesecuritiesof any securityor portfoliothat meets the
Black-Scholes assumptions, the valuation equation from (5) and (3)
may be quite useful. A numerical example of the general method of
pricingelementaryclaims and derivative assets of a portfolio follows,
using the Black-Scholes call-option pricing equation for c(X, T).
Consider a security that pays $1.00 at t* if aggregatewealth at t* is
greaterthan or equal to a prespecifiedlevel Y and zero otherwise. The
t* - t. Let the value of this

time to maturity of this security is T

security be G(Y, T), the cumulative of the pricing function (from the
right), since G(Y, T) = fy P(M, T), which is from (5):
G(Y, T) =

K

B(T)

jy

Mt *0uVT

= B(T)N[d2(X

n[d2(X = Mt*)] dMt*
(6)

= Y)

where the solution given in the second line was obtained by changing
variables from Mt*to d2 by the following relation:
Mt* =Moexp[(r-,
with JacobianJ=

-

'2

) T-d2&vIr1

-Moo-V7 exp [(r

-

8

T

-

d2o

I

13

For a time period of 1 year, T = 1, the values of G(Y, T) were
12. By a transformationof variables from MT to d2, it is seen that P(M, T)Idd2 =
B(T)n(d2), which is the price of a discountbond times the risk-neutraldensity of Cox and
Ross (1976).
13. Note that for Yt= 0, the cumulativepricingfunctiongives the price of a riskless
discount bond with t periods to maturity,since receipt of $1.00 is certain.
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calculatedand printedin table 2: G(Y, T) is shown for variousvalues of
Y/Moand for parameter values of C = .20, 8 = .04, and r, = .06.14 Note

that the cost of a security paying $1.00 if the marketincreases by 10%
or more is approximately29?, whereas a security paying $1.00 if the
market is less than 110% of its current value costs B(1) - 29? = 65?.

For these securities, althoughthey may have the same expected return
(approximately),the security paying when the marketis low has twice
the price of the security paying when the marketis high, reflectingthe
value of negative covariance. In general, the cost of a security paying
$1.00 if the marketat t* is between Y1and Y2,Y2> Y1,is given by G(Y1,
T) - G(Y2, T) = A(Y1, Y2, T). Such securities will be called "delta
securities" in this paper. From (6), these prices are:
A(Y1, Y2, T) = B(T){N[d2(X = Y})] - N[d2(X = Y2)]}.

(7)

The prices of delta securities immediately give "supershare"
prices for Hakansson's (1976, 1977) single-period economic model.
Garman(1976) (and implicitly Black [1974])has derived those supershare prices by assuming that the underlyingasset's price follows a
geometric Brownian motion. The derivationof (7) is somewhat more
general, encompassingall stochastic processes or preference assumptions that give the Black-Scholes equation. Furthermore,the general
method of this paper can be used to price delta securities from any
call-option pricing equation, c(X, T).
Table 3 presents the values of delta securities for various times to
TABLE 2

Market Change
in 1 Year (%)
-40
-30
-20
-10
0
+10
+20
+30
+40
+50

Values of the Cumulative Pricing Function and the Prices of Delta
Securities: An Example*

.6

93.70
90.70
81.70
66.0?
47.10
29.80
17.10
8.90
4.30
2.0?

.7
.8
.9
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

* Parametersfor this example are: a-

Prices
of Delta
Securities
... .; t

Cumulative
Pricing
Function
[G(Y11M0)]

1-Year Price
Relatives
(Y11Mo)

.20, 8

=

.04, r,

=

1)]

3.0
9.00
15.70
18.90
17.30
12.80
8.1?
4.60

2430
=

.06, and t

=

1 year.

14. The instantaneous standard deviation of the rate of return of 20% is very close to
the 22% standard deviation of annual returns on common stocks for the period 1926-74,
as found by Ibbotson and Sinquefield (1976). The appropriate variance for this model is
the variance of the logarithm of aggregate wealth on an annual basis. The dividend yield
of 4% and 1-year riskless rate of interest of 6% were the approximate values of 8 and r1,
respectively, in June 1977. The standard deviation of 20% may be revised to the present
time by the method of Latan6 and Rendelman (1976).
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maturityrangingfrom 3 months to 5 years, using the same parameters
as in table 2. Note that the numberof rows in this price matrixcan be as
great or as small as desired since equation (7) is quite general. As a
practicalmatter, the numberof rows chosen should depend upon the
range and variabilityof the uncertain cash flows to be valued.t5The
value of assetf with payoffqf(Yi, Yi+1,T) when the underlyingportfolio
is between Yi and Yi+ in T periods is
Vf = YTZiA(Yi, Yi+, T)qf(Yi, Yi+l, T).

(8)

Equivalently,arrangingthe asset's contingentpayoffs in a matrixof the
formof table 3, the asset's value is the box productof its payoff matrix
with the matrix of delta prices. This technique has implications for
capital-budgetingdecisions that are discussed in Section VIII. Of
course, as the underlyingasset's price changes, or as other parameters
change, the delta price matrix will change, causing corresponding
changes in the values of derivative assets. An example of this effect is
given by Banz and Miller (1978).
IV.

Properties of Elementary Contingent-Claim Prices

The pricing function for $1.00 contingent upon a given level of the
marketin T periods, P(M, T), as given by equation (5), is the subject of
the analysis of this section.t6In particular,the elasticities of the pricing
functionwith respect to its parametersare determinedand interpreted.
Note that, since the price of a riskless discount bond is an argumentof
P(M, T) andfMTP(M, T) = B(T), the partialderivativesof P(M, T) with
respect to its other argumentsmust increaseP(M, T) at some levels of
MT and decrease P(M, T) at other levels of MT, since the sum over MT
remains constant.
As the initial level of the market,MO, is increased, ceteris paribus,
the probabilitydistributionfor future levels of the market is shifted
upward. The increased probabilitiesof "high" levels of MT and the
decreased probabilitiesof "low" levels of MT increase and decrease,
respectively, their contingent-claimprices given by P(M, T). This is
stated by the elasticity

Oln P(M,

T)

ln MO

_

d2

(9)
(9)'

where
d2

-

l(MTn )

(rT

2 )

15. If qf is a continuousfunctionof the portfoliovalue, ratherthana step functionas in
(8), then Vf is given by the direct integrationin (3).
16. The analysis of this section anticipates the utility implicationsof some of the
results of Sections V and VI.
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assuming 0-2 is constant. To verify that an increase in MOincreases
prices at high levels of MTand decreases P(M, T) for low levels of MT,
note that d2 approaches -Xo as MT approaches +00 and d2 approaches
+oo as MT approaches 0.
The elasticity of the pricingfunction with respect to the instantaneous standarddeviation of the rate of growth of aggregatewealth is
Ol P =
in
d1d2 -1,
OIno-

(10)

where d, = d2 + o-NV/T.
This elasticity will be positive for very large and

very smalllevels of MT and will be negativefor MT near the center of its
distributions This is explainedby the fact that an increase in variance
increases the probabilityof extreme observationsrelativeto the probability of central observations.
The elasticity of P(M, T) with respect to the price of a T-period
riskless discount bond, B(T), is:
lnB(T)
o-V(T
Therefore, an increase in B(T) lowers the prices of claims that pay

when MTis very high and raises the prices of claims that pay when MT
is very low. Since B(T) is such thatB(T) = f MTP(M,T), the increase in
B(T) must increase the sum of all claim prices maturingin T periods.
The price of a T-perioddiscount bond in equilibriumis equal to each
individual's ratio of expected marginal utility of consumption in T
periods to his current marginalutility of consumption. Thus, an increase in B(T) may be associated with a diminished growth rate for
consumption, which would decrease the probabilities (and prices of
elementaryclaims) of high levels of the marketin T periods. Alternatively, holding the expected growth rate of the marketconstant while
decreasingthe T-periodriskless interestrate would indicatean increase
in risk aversion as measuredby individuals'utility functions for consumptionin T periods. This would also explain the describedeffects of
a change in B(T) on elementary-claimprices.
As the dividendrate is increased, the distributionof the level of the
market at time T is shifted downward, ceteris paribus; correspondingly, the prices of securities that pay when MT is low are increased by an increase in the dividend rate, whereas the prices of
securities that pay when MT is high are reduced. Mathematically,
a In P

_

DeT

(12)

which supports the preceding interpretation.
17. Since the mean of the distribution of MT is not a parameter for P(M, T), the phrase
"near the center of its distribution" is used loosely; those levels of M for which
Iln(MO/MT)
I is not much larger than I(r - 8 - o-212)TI will be denoted as near the center
of M's distribution.
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The previous analyses have considered comparativestatics changes
in elementary-securityprices due to changes in the parametersof P(M,
T). These served to illustrate the functional form of the elementaryclaim pricing equation. Now, consider the structure of elementarysecurity prices at a given point in time for various levels of the arguments of P(M, T), namely, the time to maturity,T, and the level of the
marketat maturityupon which payment is contingent,MT. These will
be denotedthe "maturitystructure"and the "market-valuestructure"
of elementary-securityprices, respectively. Observe that the maturity
structureis definedfor a given marketvalue (payoff level) M, and the
market-valuestructureis defined for a given maturityT. In table 3 of
the previous section, the maturitystructurereflects movementacross a
row and the market-value structure is given by movement down a
column.
As the level of the market upon which the claim is contingent
increases, there are two essential effects on the price of the claim,
P(M, T): (1) the probabilityof the payoff being received may increase
or decrease, thereby increasingor decreasing, respectively, the claim
price, and (2) the increasedwealth of the economy in the payoff states
will decrease the marginalutility of wealth, thereby decreasing the
claim price. The elasticity of the claim price with respect to the level of
the market that it is contingent upon (its exercise price) is
1.

O InMT

(13)

For very low levels of MT (relativeto its initiallevel), the elasticity will
be positive due to the increasingprobabilityof payoff as MT increases
from a very improbablelow level. For wealth levels of MT that are
large, the elasticity of P with respect to MT will be negative due to the
effects of both diminishingprobability of payoff and of diminishing
marginalutility.
The logarithmof P is concave in the logarithmof MT as
O2In P
a(ln MT)2

T2

I <KO.
T

(14)

To verify the statementthat, for a given probabilityof occurrence, as
aggregatewealth in the payoff state increases the price of the statecontingent claim decreases due to the effects of diminishingmarginal
utility, assume that aggregate wealth follows a geometric Brownian
motion and consider the following. Under this assumption,the ratio of
P(M, T) to the probabilityof MT at T, IT(M, T) is18
18. With geometric Brownian motion for MT, the probability of MT at T, given MO,is
vr(M, T) =

(27roT

MT

exp |-

2nde

1
M5).

Eq. (15) follows from this fact and eq. (5).

[in

(M

MO

-

(a

-

a -

2/2)T1 .
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Pr(M,T) -B(T) exp

a
-t

r

In MO
T(a-r)(a

+ r-2--2-)

(15)

where a is the expected total returnon the market.Thus, the elasticity
of the ratio of price to probabilitywith respect to MT is
O In[P(M, T)/IT(M, T)]
OIn MT

-

_

--r

<

?

(16)

(16

.

This proves the statement that, holding probabilitiesof MT at T constant, the prices of elementary claims on the marketare a decreasing
functionof aggregatewealth.t9As will be arguedin Section VI, the fact
that the right-handside of (16) is independentof MT implies that use of
the Black-Scholes option equationfor pricingoptions on consumption
requires an implicit assumption of preferences that aggregate to a
function that exhibits constant relative risk aversion.
By examining the partial of P(M, T) with respect to the time to
maturity, T, the maturity structureof elementary claim prices is obtained. Since B(T) = f MT P(M, T) = e-rTT is decreasing in T if all
interest rates implicitin the term structureare positive, the sum of the
claim prices must decrease as the time to maturityincreases. However,
the effects of a changingprobabilityof the given level of M at T as T
changes are evident in the following:
8In

P = -r
OT

-

- -1

~27'

(r8

/I

2

2~

2

29

(17)

assuming that r is constant over time.
The first term in (17) reflects the time effect on the value of $1.00. If
(r - 8 - o-2/2) is positive, then payoff levels of MT that are lower than
the current level of the market MO will decrease in value with an
increased time to maturity due to their diminished probabilities of
occurrence. For payoff levels of aggregatewealth that are extremely
high or low relative to the currentlevel, the d2 term dominates (17),
increasingthe prices of payoffs at both extremes. This effect is due to
the increased variance of aggregate wealth as time to maturity is
increased, thus increasing the probabilities of extreme observations
relative to the probabilitiesof more central observations.
V.

Primitive Security Pricing in a Multiperiod Economy

In this section, the prices of primitive securities (each paying $1.00
contingentupon a given state at a given date) in a general multiperiod
19. In (16) it is assumed that (a - r)/o-2 > 0, which will be true if the returnon the
marketportfoliois positivelycorrelatedwith aggregateconsumption.See Section VI for
moreexplanationin termsof the CAPM.For optionson aggregateconsumptionP(C, T)I
vr(C,T) is shown in Section V to be proportionalto social marginalutility.
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state preference model are derived from the prices of call options on
aggregateconsumption maturingat each point in time, with exercise
prices equal to the various possible levels of aggregateconsumptionat
those points in time. Given these primitive-securityprices, the prices
of all assets may be calculated from their state-contingentpayoffs. In
fact, it will be shown that each security price may be determinedfrom
its expected payoffs, conditionalupon aggregateconsumption,and the
prices of call options on aggregateconsumption.
The economic model is of a multiperiodexchange economy with a
single "real" good; there areF productiveunits (firms)in the economy
whose output decisions are taken as predetermined.Contingentupon
the occurrenceof time-statets, definedhere as the occurrenceof state
s at time t, where s E St, the output of unit f is qf5 units of the
consumptiongood. There areK consumers, each of whose preferences
for state-contingentconsumptionallocations, {Ctk}, are assumed to be
representableby the expected value of a von Neumann-Morgenstern
utility function of the following form:20
Uk(ck,

ci1,

.

.

*

,

Ct%)= Xt~seSt

7TkUk(Ck),

(18)

where u () is assumed to be monotonically increasing and strictly
concave for each t. Individualk's subjectiveprobabilityassessment for
the occurrence of state s at time t is 7Tk , and Ctk is his consumptionin
periodt if state s occurs. Note that individuals'preferencesfor lifetime
consumptionare assumed to be time additiveand state independent,in
that their utilities at t depend only on the amounts of the good consumed at that time, not on the state of the world or past or future
consumptionlevels. It is assumed that all individualshave an infinite
lifetime in (18), but their respective utilities for consumption may
t).
depend quite generally on time, that is, u(Ctk)u(Ct,=
Debreu (1959) has shown that there is a correspondence between
Pareto-optimalallocations of contingent claims on consumption over
dates and states among individualsand the allocations achieved by a
competitive equilibriumwith complete markets. Thus the equilibrium
prices of securities in any competitive capital market that attains the
same allocation of time-state-contingentclaims on consumption as a
complete market may be examined by analyzing the Lagrangemultipliers (shadow prices for primitive securities for each time and state)
of the corresponding Pareto-optimal allocation.2t In the following
theorem and corollary, it is proven that a securities marketconsisting
only of options on aggregateconsumptionat each date is sufficientfor
20. For a model with continuoustime and states, the summationsin (18) would be
integrals.A countablyinfinitenumberof states is permissiblein a state preferencemodel.
21. Debreu(1959)showedthe correspondencebetweenPareto-optimalallocationsand
those of a competitive equilibriumwith complete markets. See Nielsen (1974) for a
discussionof the relationbetween pricingin Pareto-optimalcapitalmarketsand pricing
in complete markets.
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the attainmentof an unconstrainedPareto optimum,given the following two assumptions:(Al) each individualhas a time-additive, stateindependentutility function for time-state contingent consumptionallocations, and (A2) all individualsagree on the probabilitiesof states,
conditional upon the level of aggregate consumption at the time.22
Therefore, individuals may disagree about the entire probabilitydistributionfor aggregateconsumptionat each date, but they must agree
on the conditional probability distributionfor states, for each given
level of aggregate consumption. Mathematically, A2 implies that irks =
iTrcirtsic, where tk is individualk's probabilityfor aggregateconsumption being C at time t, and rtslc is his probabilitythat state s occurs at
time t, conditional upon consumptionC at t.

Theorem1. Intertemporaldiversification:If (Al) each individualhas
a time-additive, state-independentutility function for lifetime consumptionand (A2) all individualsagree upon the probabilitiesof states
at any given date, conditionalupon aggregateconsumptionat that date,
then any unconstrained Pareto-optimal allocation of time-statecontingentconsumptionclaims is such that, at each date, all states with
the same level of aggregateconsumptionsupplieshave the same allocation. Furthermore,given (Al), (A2) is both necessary and sufficientfor
the theorem.23
An immediate corollary to theorem 1 is the following:
Corollary. Pareto-optimalcapital markets: If assumptions (Al) land
(A2) are satisfied,then a securities marketconsisting only of European
call options on aggregate consumption at each date is sufficient to
achieve any unconstrained Pareto-optimal allocation of time-statecontingent claims to consumption.24
22. These conditions are equivalentto assumingthat the allocationbetween present
consumptionand future consumptionis ex post Pareto optimal, as defined by Starr
(1973).These conditionsare also equivalentto the JaffeeandRubinstein(1975)condition
that the equilibriumbe full-informationefficientwith respect to contingentprobabilities.
23. In general, with heterogeneousbeliefs and time- and state-dependentutility of
consumption,the necessary and sufficientcondition for theorem 1 may be stated as
follows in terms of the inverses of individuals'marginalutility function:
ulk-1
=

c%,Vff1=
49%)

U(tsulak

I

sk-

(At,

/ak

tk)

forallk.

(Xts2/a k7rTks

Note that the assumptionof state-independentpreferencesin theorem1 (andsubsequent
theorems)may be replacedby the weaker assumptionthat "utility" may depend upon
the level of aggregateconsumptionas well as upon c,.
24. If the assumptionsof the originalBlack-Scholesmodelholdfor the set of securities
payingaggregateconsumptionat the variousdates, then only two securitiesfor each date
would be necessary for any Pareto-optimalallocation.Withcontinuoustradingand the
Black-Scholesassumptions,call options can be created by holdingsof the underlying
security and the riskless bond of appropriatematurity.
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Proof of theorem 1. For a Pareto-optimalallocation, the marginal
rates of substitutionbetween any two time-state-contingentclaims on
consumptionare equal for any two individuals,k andj. Letting XtSbe
the shadow price of a primitivesecurity for time-statets and using A2,
we have:25
xtis1

tl (S 1)

1 c1rtC rt1s1 llU

7Tt2C27Tt2s21C2U t2 (S2)

'rt2C27rt2s21C2U

iC17Tt1sliclu

__

Xt2s2

K
lk

(

rt2C2

ty

A

t'

(S1)

t

(s2)

)

a2

a

7t2C2

t

((19)
s2)

where U k(S) = auk(Ctk)IOCtk. Considertwo states of the world at a given
date that have the same level of aggregateconsumption,that is, t1 = t2
= t and C1

C2 = C in (19). From the first-order conditions for a

=

Pareto-optimalallocation given by (19), the allocation in these timestates must satisfy the following (by canceling the probabilitiesin the
second line of [19]):
Utk(SO)

_ Utt(s)

Utk(s2)

Ut(S2)

for all individuals, k and
for any two states s1, S2 E Stc,

(20)

where Stc is the set of states at time t with aggregateconsumptionof C.
The conservation equation implies that XkCtks = YkCts2 for all s1, S2 E
stc.

Since each individualhas a state-independent,strictly concave utility function for consumptionat each date, utk(S)Itk(S2)
= 1 iff ctks =
>
Thus
1
iff
for
(>)
(<)
Ct.2. Also, utk(s)Itk(S2)
ct1 <
ct2.
(20) to be
satisfied, Ctk - ck2 must be of the same sign for all individuals k.
However, this and the conservation relationcannot be satisfiedunless
Cks = Ck2 for all k and for any two states sl, s2 E S
Thus, sufficiencyof
Al and A2 is proven.
The necessity of A2 for the theorem, given Al, is seen as follows. Since

Ctks =

C 2

implies that

(kZ1Iu 72)

=

1, for

Ck1

=

k

25. Eq. (19) is derived as follows. Any efficient (Pareto-optimal) allocation of timestate-contingent claims to consumption among individuals solves: max IkakUk,
for a set
of positive constants {ak}, where the maximum is taken over all feasible time-statecontingent allocations of consumption, subject to resource constraints. Thus, a central
planner (competitive equilibrium) would maximize the Lagrangian
max L
}
{CfkS

=

I uo(ct%)]

+

EtSEsSt

XA(yfqfts -

Ykts),

where Xtsis the Lagrange multiplier (shadow price of $1.00 at time t, contingent upon
state s at t) for the resource constraint in time-state ts. These shadow prices must satisfy
the first-order conditions Xts = aktiCTrtsic uk(s), for all k, and each ts. Eq. (19) follows
directly from this relation. It is assumed that the nonnegativity constraints on consumption by individuals are not binding. The analysis is unchanged when the nonnegativity
constraints are imposed, as demonstrated by Litzenberger and Sosin (1977).
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for all s , S2 E Stc, to be consistent with the first-orderconditions
for a Pareto-optimal allocation, it must be that (irc1 /tS21C1)
=
for all so,
(1itsC17rs2ic2)
1 2 E Stc, and for all j, k. Since
IC = 1 for all k, this condition implies A2.
(Q.E.D.)
ISEStC7k
Theorem 1 implies that when assumptions Al and
A2 are satisfied a characteristic of all Pareto-optimalallocations of
time-state-contingentclaims to consumptionamongindividualsis that,
at each date, each individualhas the same consumptionfor all states
having the same aggregate-consumptionendowment. Since, for each
date, elementary securities that pay $1.00 conditionalupon each level
of aggregate consumption can be created (as in Schrems 1973, Ross
1976, and Section II) from linear combinations of call options on
aggregateconsumption,the sufficiencyof Al and A2 in the corollaryis
established.
(Q.E.D.)

Proof of corollary.

Theorem 1 may be viewed as a diversificationtheorem. Consumption paths are the primitive objects of choice for individuals, and
theorem 1 states that social risk may be summarizedby the distribution of aggregate consumption supplies over time. If the aggregateconsumptionendowment at a given date in two states is the same, but
the distributionof payoffs across securitiesis differentbetween the two
states, it is not optimal for individuals to vary their consumption
between the two states as they would be "creating"risk unnecessarily.
Without assumption A2 of conditionally homogeneous beliefs, individuals would wish to speculate on the occurrence of the various
states. WithA2, the desired speculationby individualsdue to diversity
of beliefs may be achieved by trading only in options on aggregate
consumption supplies, since it is the probabilitydistributionof those
supplies about which individuals may disagree.
The corollary states that the allocationachieved by complete capital
markets in a competitive equilibriummay be achieved by a capital
marketconsisting only of options on the level of aggregateconsumption for each date. Of course, any securities market that spans the
vector space of payoffs from these options can also achieve the unconstrainedPareto-optimalallocation of complete marketsfor time-statecontingent claims.
In an explicitly single-period context where individuals were assumed to have state-independentpreferences defined over wealth and
homogeneous probability beliefs, Mossin (1973) informallyproved a
theorem similar to theorem 1. In particular,he demonstratedin that
world that each individual'sstate-contingentwealth will be a function
of only aggregatewealth.26Furthermore,Hakansson (1977), again in a
26. See Mossin 1973, pp. 108-9.
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single-periodmodel, demonstratedformallythat Mossin's result holds
with the less restrictive assumptionof conditionallyhomogeneous beliefs. Hakansson also demonstrated in that world that elementary
claims on the marketportfolioor, alternatively,supershares,comprise
a Pareto-optimalcapital market.As shown in this section, their results
do not follow in a muiltiperiodeconomy, except for the special case of
a one-to-one mappingbetween aggregateconsumption and aggregate
wealth. In the general multiperiod economy (without a one-to-one
mapping), the results of theorems 1 and 2, the corollary, and the
lemmas will hold.
Now, consider the pricing of securities in an economy with Paretooptimalcapitalmarkets."Pareto-optimalcapitalmarkets"(POCM)are
structuresof securities marketsthat permit all ex ante Pareto-optimal
allocations of time-state-contingentclaims to consumptionby trading
in only those securities. The price of any security in a POCMis equal
to YTYseST qfTsTs = Vf, where XTsis the shadow price of consumptionat
time T in state s in the central planner'sproblem. However, since the
definition of states of the world is unrestricted in this paper, this
general valuation equation is not very useful in its present form. The
following theorem on security valuation in a Pareto-optimalcapital
marketmakes the state-preferencevaluationequation more easily applicable.
Theorem2. Valuation:In a capitalmarketthat spans the vector space
of payoffs from options on aggregate consumption at each date, the
value of any security may be determinedfrom its expected payoffs,
conditionalupon each possible level of aggregateconsumptionat each
date, and from the prices of options on aggregate consumption if
assumptionsAl and A2 are met. The valuationequationfor any security f is
Vf =

(21)
where P(CT, T) is the price of an elementaryclaim on aggregateconsumption in T periods, which may be obtained from the prices of
options on aggregateconsumption.
YTYCT E(qTICT)

P(CT, T),

The following two lemmas, which are instructivein themselves, will
prove theorem 2.
Lemma 1. In a Pareto-optimalcapital market,the value of a security
with an arbitrarypattern of time-state-contingentpayoffs may be determined from its expected payoffs, conditional upon the level of
aggregateconsumption, as in (21), if and only if the shadow prices of
primitive securities are proportional to their respective state prob-
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abilities for all states at a given date with the same level of aggregate
consumption. That is, (21) holds iff
XTsi

C ,for
~Ts~I

_

all si, sj E STC.

(22)

7rTS;IC

XTSj

Proof of lemma 1. To establish sufficiencyof (22) and (21), substitute
(22) into the general valuation equation and sum over sj E STC:
V=

YTYSEST qT XTs

= STECT

[

=ITIC2TYSjESTC

|rT~t

I

E(qf

[

*

77TsTIC

]

|CT),

7r Tsilc C

which implies thatP(C, T) = (XTs)I(7rTsjc). SubstitutingP(C, T) into the
previous expression gives (21).
To establish necessity, assume the contrary, that is, that (22) does
not hold but (21) does. Let securities i andj be the primitivesecurities
for states si andsj in STC, for which (22) does not hold. Clearly,Vi = XTsj
and V3 =

which
XTS3.However, E(q I|C) = lTTsilC and E(q I|C) = 7TTsjlCg
implies from (21) that Vi = 7rTS~IcP(C,T) and Vj = TrTsj3cP(C, T). These

values are consistent with the shadow prices as values iff (22) holds.
(Q.E.D.)
Lemma 2. In a Pareto-optimalcapital market, the shadow prices of
primitive securities are proportionalto their respective state probabilities for all states at a given date with the same level of aggregate
consumption if assumptions Al and A2 obtain.
Proof of lemma2. Sufficiencyof Al and A2 for the proposition(22) is
immediatefrom theorem 1 andthe first-ordercondition, (19). (Q.E.D.)
Proof of theorem 2.

Lemmas 1 and 2 imply the theorem. (Q.E.D.)

From the valuation equation of theorem 2 (21), it is seen that the
entire patternof state-contingentpayoffs over time on a security is not
requiredfor valuation:Only expected payoffs on the security, conditional upon the possible levels of aggregateconsumptionat each point
in time, are needed. Given these conditional expectations for cash
flows, any asset may be valued in terms of the prices of options on
aggregateconsumptionfor each date by combiningequations (1) or (2)
and (21). Note that the price of a real discount bond and, thus, the real
term structureof interest rates, could be determinedif there existed
call options of various maturities and exercise prices that were de-
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nominatedin real dollars. Of course, the value of any assetf that is held
for one period and then sold at its new value (includingany dividend)
Vf is the same as its value if it is held forever. Thus a special case of
theorem2 is the following corollary, which states the relationbetween
present value and the equilibriumexpected one-period return on any
security in the multiperiodeconomy.
Corollary2. Whenthe assumptionsof theorem2 are met, the value of
any securityf may be expressed as: Vf = Sal E(VfjCIP(C1, 1).
Finally, consider a security that pays some fraction, for example,
one, of aggregateconsumptionin T periods. Let the currentprice of
this security be SO.By the analysis of Section II, elementaryclaims on
aggregateconsumption in T periods could be constructed from call
options on the specified security. If the assumptions requiredfor the
Black-Scholes/Mertonoption-pricingmodel to obtain as presented in
Section III are met for the securitypayingaggregateconsumption,then
P(C, T)IdCT = cxx(X = C, T), where c(X, T) is the European call-

option pricingformulafor the aggregateconsumptionsecurity as given
by equation(4). Substitutingfor P(C, T) in (21), a very useful valuation
equationis obtained that rests only upon assumptionsAl and A2, the
Black-Scholes/Mertonassumptionsfor the aggregate-consumptionsecurity, and the existence of Pareto-optimalcapital markets:
f=

TI

CT

E(qf|CT )

B(T)
CTOTV7/

nI[d2(X = CT)]dCTdT,

(23)

where
UT

d2(CT)

In
( .o)++(
CTn(

Tr -

2~~

OTVT

and S-2 = var (In CT)IT. In the next section, it is shown that a capital
asset pricing model (CAPM) exists for securities whose returns are
jointly lognormally distributed with aggregate consumption. This
"single-factor"CAPM, with betas measuredrelative to the aggregateconsumption security's payoffs, is entirely consistent with Merton's
(1973a)two-factorCAPMand its multifactorgeneralization,since Merton's betas are measuredwith respect to the marketportfolio and the
elements changing the investment opportunityset.
Typically, options are writtenon securities, ratherthan on aggregate
consumption. In the two-period economy, aggregate consumption is
aggregatewealth in the second period. Thus, in a two-periodeconomy,
options on the marketportfolio maturingat period 2 are sufficientfor
an efficient allocation, and the valuationequationgiven by (23) would
obtainwith the conditioningand elementaryclaim prices being on the
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marketportfolio. In the multiperiodand continuous-timeeconomies, if
it is assumed that there exists a function at each point in time, t, that
gives a one-to-one mapping of aggregate real wealth at that time to
aggregatereal consumptionat that time, that is,ft: Mt- Ct andf't1: Ct
-- Mt, then options on the marketportfolioof assets are sufficientfor a
Pareto-optimalallocationof state-contingentclaims to consumption.In
this case, the valuation equations (21) and (23) may be rewrittenwith
the conditioning and call options being on the market portfolio. It
should be noted, however, that such one-to-one mappingswill exist
only for specific preference assumptions, for example, logarithmic
utility. For this reason, the valuation equation given by (23) (or [21]),
which requiresonly the restrictionsof Al on preferences, is of considerably greater generality.
VI.

A Capital Asset Pricing Model for a Class of Assets

In this section, the valuation relations found in Sections II and V are
used to derive the values of assets with payoffs that arejointly lognormally distributedwith aggregateconsumptionat any futuredate t. It is
shown that the values of such assets are appropriatelyfound by a
multiperiodversion of the CAPM of Sharpe(1964)and Lintner(1965).
However, the relevant risk of an asset's payoff is shown to be measured by its covariance with aggregateconsumption, ratherthan with
the market portfolio.
Let securityf have a cash flow at time t that is jointly lognormally
distributedwith aggregateconsumptionat time t, that is, Inqf and In Ct
are jointly normally distributedat t. The distributionof In qf, conditional upon a given level of (In Ct) is normalwith the following mean
and variance:27
In qf Iln Ct - normal {G(y-

f12)t + (ln Vf) + /f[ln Ct
- (wy- o'f12)t], (oj'-

-

In SO

fffC)t},

(24)

where Lfand y, are the averageinstantaneousexpected rates of return
on securityf and on the security paying aggregateconsumptionat time
t, respectively. The unconditionalvariances of (Inqf) and (In Ct) are
o-lt and o- 2t, respectively, and aift is the covariance of (Inqf ) with (In
The current price of the security paying aggregate
Ct.); 13f= OfC.c
consumption at time t is SO.
Since the expected value of a lognormallydistributedvariablex is
E(x) = exp (kin1 + i-lnxI2), the expected value of the cash flow at t,
27. If the price of securityf and the price of the aggregateconsumptionsecurityeach
followed a geometric Brownian motion, uf, u, and of and O- would appear as dVflVf =
/ufdt + o-f(dzf) and dSIS = udt + o-,(dz,), where zf and j, are Wiener processes. Ito's
lemma would imply that d In Vf = (,uf - o-2f2)dt + o-f(dzf) and d In S = (yu - o-I2)dt +
OC(dzc).
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E(qf), conditionalupon aggregateconsumptionof Ct at t is (from [24])
Vf) + ptft + 13f[ln( st |(
E(q{ICt) = exp I(ln
I
L\
0/~~~~~~
C - OIC)tj - 1f0-fct/2j.

(25)

Fromthe expectationof cash flows conditionalon the possible levels
of aggregateconsumptionat t as given by (25), the valuationequation
(23)may be appliedto findthe correctvalue of the set of cash flows, qf.
Substituting(25) into (23) and integratinggives
(26)
Alternatively,the valuation (26) implies the capital-assetpricing relation:
Vf

=

Zt{e-[rt + 6f(tkc - rt)]t

ptf -

rt = 1ff(uc

-

E(qf)}.

rt).

(27)

Equation (26) states that the CAPM may be used to find a riskadjusteddiscountrate that appropriatelydiscountsexpected cash flows
to an asset. Each cash flow at a future date to a given asset should be
discountedat a rate appropriateto its particularvolatility with respect
to aggregateconsumptionat the time of its flow. As previously noted,
the correct beta to be used in findingthe risk-adjusteddiscount rate is
the cash flow's volatility with respect to aggregateconsumption, not
with respect to the marketportfolio. For capitalbudgeting,these betas
may be easier to estimate than "market"betas, since the cash flows of
many projects may be more closely related to GNP or aggregateconsumptionthan to the level of the market portfolio. Furthermore,national income measures of aggregateconsumptionmay be better estimates of "true" consumption than stock prices are of the "true"
marketportfolio. Irrespective of empiricalbenefits or difficulties, the
multiperiodequilibriummodel clearly denotes the relevant risk of a
payoff as its covariance with consumption.
Two other differencesin the multiperiodversion of the CAPMof (26)
and (27) from the single-period version of Sharpe and Lintner are
notable. The appropriateriskless rate of interest for findingthe riskadjusteddiscount rate is the rate of interest on riskless discount bonds
that matureat the time of the cash flow, not the currentinstantaneous
interestrate. Also, the expected excess returnon the marketportfolio
in the single-periodCAPMis replacedby the expected excess returnon
the security that pays aggregateconsumption at the date of the cash
flow.
Finally, it should be noted that the CAPMderived here is valid only
for securitieswith payouts that arejointly lognormallydistributedwith
aggregateconsumption.However, the generalvaluationequations (21)
and (23) may be used to value securities with arbitrary(nonnormal)
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patterns of cash flows over time. No assumptionhas been made that
investment opportunities are stationary over time, or that aggregate
consumption changes have a stationarydistributionover time.28
VII.

The Pricing of Options on Aggregate Consumption

In Section V, under rather weak assumptions, it was shown that the

prices of elementaryclaims (or call options via Section II) on aggregate
consumption are fundamental to asset valuation in a multiperiod
equilibriummodel. This section brieflyexamines the use of the BlackScholes (1973) option-pricingequation for options on consumption.
The principalresult of this section is the following theorem.29
Theorem3. Constantrelative risk aversion and options on consumption: With assumptionsAl, A2, and Pareto-optimalcapital markets, if
the probability distributionof aggregate consumption at each future
date is lognormal, a necessary and sufficientcondition for the BlackScholes option-pricingformulato correctly price options on aggregate
consumptionis that individuals'preferencesaggregateto a utility function displaying constant relative risk aversion.
Proof of theorem 3. Under the assumptions of the theorem, the
elasticity of the ratio of an elementary-claimprice to its corresponding
probabilitywas found in Section IV (eq. [16]) to be
ln
I [P(C, T)i7r(C, T)]
a

InCT

_-

-

rT

(28

UT

which is independentof the level of CT. The ratio of price to probability
is seen from (19) of Section V to be proportionalto the social marginal
utility of consumptionat the level of CT. The negative of the elasticity
of aggregatemarginalutility with respect to aggregateconsumptionis
precisely the level of relative risk aversion in aggregate. Thus (28)
implies that using Black-Scholes for pricingoptions on consumptionis
tantamountto assuming that aggregaterelative risk aversion is constant.
The proof of sufficiency of CRRA for the theorem requires only a
very modest extension of Rubinstein's (1976) proof,30and will not be
(Q.E.D.)
reproducedhere.
28. The original derivations of the CAPM were in a single-period context; however,
Merton derives the CAPM in a continuous-time context under the assumption that all
asset prices follow diffusion processes with nonstochastic drift rates and diffusion
coefficients for dPIP. These stationarity assumptions are not needed here. For a
generalization of this section's results to the nonlognormal case, see Breeden (1978).
29. See n. 5 above.
30. See Rubinstein 1976, pp. 416-24.
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This theorem proves that assumptions about pricing processes are
definitelynot preference-freeassumptions. The pricing process is endogenous and, ultimately, must be related to the preferences of individuals. Theorem 3 implies that the same degree of approximationis
involved by assuming that the Black-Scholes model can be used to
price options on consumption as is involved in the CRRA-lognormal
model.31 Note that the proven relationshipbetween the Black-Scholes
equationand CRRAis only requiredwhen pricingoptions on aggregate
consumptionor aggregatewealth by theirequation.Whenpricingother
securities' options by the Black-Scholes equation, (28) will hold, but
P17Tcannot be identifiedwith the marginalutility of consumption.
Assuming that the Black-Scholes equation correctly prices options
on aggregateconsumption,the implieddegree of aggregaterelativerisk
aversion b is given by (28) as
b

-

ILT

2
UT

(29)

rT

where ps is the expected T-periodrate of returnon a security paying
aggregate consumption in T periods and o-2 is the variance of the
logarithmof consumptionin T periods. From the intertemporalassetpricingmodel of Section VI, if the market'svalue in T periods is jointly
lognormallydistributedwith aggregateconsumption, then from (27),
T

rT

1M,C(PIT

-

rT),

(30).

and, from (29),
b=

MM
LT
rT
1M ,CUT

-

gm

(31)

CM,C

Thus, although returns on the aggregate-consumptionsecurities may
not be presently observable, the level of aggregaterelative risk aversion may be estimated as the T-periodexpected excess returnon the
marketportfolio divided by the covariance of the marketin T periods
with aggregateconsumptionin T periods. This estimate of relative risk
aversion from a multiperiod model differs from that calculated by
Blume and Friend (1975), which was based upon a single-periodeconomy. In particular,(31) differsfrom theirestimateby having0M,C in the
denominatorratherthan SM2. An estimate of b as in (31)permitsa direct
applicationof the intertemporalasset-pricingmodel of Section VI.
VIII.

Summary and Implications for Capital Budgeting

Throughoutthis paper, most results have been stated in terms of their
implicationsfor asset valuation;in summarizingthe majorresults, the
implicationsfor capital budgetingwill be explicitly stated.
31. Similarly, Merton's (1973a) assumption of stationarity of the investment opportunity set in deriving the CAPM can be shown to imply CRRA preferences.
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Sections II, III, and IV derived and analyzed the price of a security
paying $1.00 at a given future date if an underlyingasset had a given
value at that date. From these elementary claim or delta-security
prices, the value of any streamof uncertaincash flows (such as those of
a capital-budgetingproject) that depend only on the (uncertain)levels
of the underlyingasset at future dates may be determinedfrom equation (3). As an example, the value of any asset whose value at a future
date depends only on the level of the market portfolio at that future
date is easily determined. The relation between the future cash flow
and the underlyingportfoliomay be of any type-not necessarily linear
or jointly normal. By multiplying each contingent cash flow by its
correspondingelementaryprice and summing,the "present certaintyequivalent value" (see Hirshleifer 1970, p. 261) of a stream of cash
flows is obtained. As usual, firmsshouldchoose projectsthat maximize
their present values, net of inputs.
Sections V and VI take cognizance of the fact that not all cash-flow
streamscan be valued by such arbitragerelationships.In particular,(1)
how would the "underlying assets" be priced, and (2) how would
streams of cash flows that are not exact functions of another asset's
future value be priced? The theory of Section V answers both questions in the time-state preference model of Arrow and Debreu by
makinga preference assumption and a probabilisticassumption. It is
shown that, given the prices of options on aggregate consumption,
every asset may be valued in terms of its expected payoffs at future
dates, conditionalupon the various levels of aggregateconsumptionat
the same dates. Thus, a valid computationformulafor the net present
value of a set of cash flows has been obtainedin a multiperiodequilibriummodel in terms of option prices for aggregateconsumption.Some
estimates of the prices of elementaryclaims on aggregateconsumption
will be an object of future research.
Section VI demonstratesthat, if the Black-Scholes formulacan be
used to correctly value options on aggregate consumption, then the
present value of a stream of cash flows that are jointly lognormally
distributed with future consumption may be obtained by a consumption-orientedCAPM. This result is, of course, entirely consistent with the time-statepreferencetheory of Section V, which permits
stochastic investment opportunities.Operationally,the set of "betas"
of futuredates' cash flows with respect to aggregateconsumptionat the
same dates must first be determined. Then, using the derived multiperiod CAPM, risk-adjusteddiscount rates for the various dates' cash
flows may be determined.Of course, the discount rates for cash flows
at different dates will differ according to the differentialrisks of the
cash flows at those dates. Having obtainedthese discount rates, each
period's (unconditional)expected cash flow is discountedby the corresponding rate to find present values. To use the multiperiodCAPM,
expected excess returnson securities perfectly correlatedwith aggre-
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gate consumptionare necessary, similarto the expected excess return
on the market portfolio in the single-periodCAPM.
Section VII investigated the conditions under which the BlackScholes formulacould be used to value options on aggregateconsumption. It was shown that, undercertainassumptions,use of theirformula
for these options is correct if and only if individuals' preferences
exhibit constant relative risk aversion in aggregate.
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